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With 1984 now but a decade
uJ

sway, ani with much of the technology necessary

for Osorge Orwell's *,:.Imions already at hand, personal privacy has recently

beoona a concept increasingly crying for legal recognition. While it bass

of course, been somewhat recognised in America ever since the famous Warren-

Brandeis lam review article of 1890,1 recent developments, particulaay

developments related to protecting privacy in a computer age, tend to move

away from the tort law perspective envisioned by the two Bostonians. At

least one of these directions, the effort to protect the privacy of *personal

data" in governmental recordssmosas new and as yet unresolved challenges to

mass communication media and particularly conflicts with concepts embodied

in access to public records legislation.

Privacy has had, at best, a fitfhl history in the United States. As

a Constitutional right it is relatively new and undeveloped - slow to begin

with, perhaps, because it is not a right enumerated in the Bill of Rights

but rather one which must be crested out of the pneumbras of other specified

rights02 Although certain recent U.S. Supreme Court 00,8041 seem firmly omitted

to constructing a Constitutional right of privacy, other cases seem in opposition,

The Court has ruled that there is a right of privacy, which cannot be infringed

by government, (1) to practice contraceptiond (2) to view :Admittedly obscene

AllawnwrimilerlAwrootaalaBIE,Ambrift

*As this draft of this paper is being prepared (July 24, 1974) there is the
possibility of substantial new Congressional action in this area. Accordingly
this paper will be updated when presented to the AEJ convention August 18, 1974.

**19744975 Visiting Lecturer, Department of Telecommunications, Indiana
University, Bloomington, Indiana 474016
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materials in one s own homelliS and (3) to have an abortion. 5 Other decisions
5ahave also recognized privacy principles. On the other hand, the Court in

Time Inc. v. Hill (1967)6 significantly itoreased the difficulties for

plaintiffs in certain kinds of invasion of privacy actions against publiehers

when it linked the need to prove "actual malice," from the New York Times v.

Sullivan libel oase7 with privacy actions based cm the publication of non.

defamatory falsehoods; a case in which some find a retreat frail the Court's

interest in protecting privacy. Same have also interpreted the Court's recent

upholding of statutory provisions require...1g the raicrofiliaing of certain records

of bank accounts as indicating reduced interest by the Supreme Court in privacy.88

At the common law, the history of privacy is convoluted and sometimes

contradictory. Its intricacies have been adequately described by others9

and need not deeply concern us here. Suffice to say that, as a problem for

the press, privacy law has thus far been primarily significant only in so

far as the tort law of privacy is concerned. To simplify drastically, the

press is usually secure from a :cessful punishment for an invasion of

privacy if the material published has come frau a public record. Major

authorities on privacy and the press agree in this regard:

...the existence of a public reoord has usually prevented recovery
for invasion of privacy. Even if persond are embamssed by pub-
lication of dates of a marriage or bie.;h or information which is
a matter of public record, publications accurately based on such
records have escaped successful lawsuits. The catch here seems to
be that the basis of the report must be a record kept by a
government agency and which is a record open to the public...Where
there is a legitimate public record - ass. the media's use of that
record is not forbidden by law - the material mby be used for pub..
lication without fear of suit.10

It is virtually a maxim in the law of privacy that any report 4;aken
fral the pablie record is privileged under the heading of newt.
worthiness."

Don Pember, a major scholar of privacy and the press, has remarked partizularly

in the wake of Time, Inc. v. Hill that "...the privilege or defense against"

privacy suits arising from the publioatAon of truthfa neve stories "is so large

that the remedy has little potency. And this in perhaps the way it should be."12
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In many ways paralleling the development of privacy law, there has been

a substantial grotth of access to public meetings and public records legislation

since World War II. The parallel is significant because of the already mentioned

relationship between successful defense against privacy actions and the exiatenoe

of a public record. The drive for statutory rights of access to records has

received substantial lobbying support from Journalistic organisations, not

only because such statutes produce more information for journalistic use

but also because they expand protection from libel and privacy actions.

Statutes guaranteeing access to public records are ft* on the tooks of

most states
13 and Congress, in 1966, passed the Federal *Freedom of Information

Act" which applies to substantial volumes of records of Federal agencies.14

As with the right of privacy, the right of access to public record:, is not

a specifically enumerated Constitutional right. In fact, no U.S. Court vinare

ever to have ruled that the First Amendment, standing alone, creates a right

of access to public records, although First Amendment considerations ore

certainly involved.15 Under the common law, two important dimensions of

rights of access to records emerged: First, that a public recordtmaor ono

required by law to be made or kept, not a record made only for administrative

convenience; Second, that access to public records - as so defined was granted

only to those with some sort of special interest in the records in qseetion,

an interest not usually accorded abstractly to mass media personnel. Statutory

access-laws, although many have attempted to broaden the definition of public

reoorda beyond records required by law to be kept, have been prtmarily successful

in removing the common law requirement of "interest."16 GertAinly tits

has been the effect of the Federal "Freedom of Information Act,' which makes

records available to "anyperson"17 wit) out any requirement of a sequester

to state his reasons for seeking access to information.
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It is, of course, almost inevitable that these two concepts - the "right

to know" as embodied in access to records legislation and the "right to be

let alone" of privacy law could co -exist only with some tension and would

occasionally find-themselves in direct opposition. As has been accurately

observed, "anyone studying the law of privacy and the rays media soon en-

counters a basic philosophical problem, the sere one with which courts have

been faced throughout the history of privacys Which is more important, the

protection given to society by a free and unfettered press, or the peace of

mind given the individual by rigid protection of the right to privacy?18

The conflict between aet10:33 to public records and rights of privacy can,

of course, be somewhat solved by legislation - at least legislative dealt:111ms

in the area can be made. Few access to records statutes are so absolute in

their terms that they do not prevent the legislative body irreolved from

lialcism statutory exemptions to their provisions. In the past most such

exemptions have been narrow and essentially ad hoc - legislatures, for

csenp.le, commonly decide to regard tax returns and certain kinds of accident

reports as confidential by statute and hence exempt from mandatory disclosure.

What is significant about current conflicts beween access to records prineeples

and privacy principles is that legislative consideration is now being given

to exempting from public disclosure a very broad oaten. ry of information e.

"personal data" rather than sticking in the pct approach of narrowly

defining certain records as .non-public, usually in the legislation witioh

calls for the creation of the reccrd to begin with. This has been accelerated

due to legislative concern with records contained in bemputerized data systems.

In setting the boundaries of his 1972 classicoPric: and the Press, Peaber

zoluded from consideraticri as a press problem *the gathering of data in a

single national eenter...for lack of a significant publication about the injured

party."19 The interrelationships of public records concepts, computers and

the concept of privacy of "personal data" can no longer be dismissed no li.ghtle
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Privacy is certainly a topic which has received significant legislative

and public interest recent years. Despite all such interest, however,

there has been little comprehensive legislation from the U.S. Congress, or

from the states, to protect it. Probably the most significant general Federal

legislation in the area is the Fair Credit Reporting Act of 197020, an act

intended to protect citizens from some abuses of data by commercial credit

reporting firms. In fact, the prospects for general privacy legislation in

the U.S. Congress remain small, although they are growing.21 At the ante

level, however, interest in general personal privacy legislation may be rapidly

accelerating and in at least one state, Minnesota, a bill has already been

enacted attempting to guarantee to citizens the privacy of their "personal

data." The process by which that law came to be enacted, and the problems

ter the press reflected in that process, may very like3y be reporateCiCcither

states in the next few years and are worthy of examination. As a recent issue

of the Press Censor ea Newsletter observed:

There is an inc,eaaing conflict between the right of the public to know

about the operation of gmerneent programs and the right of privacy of

the individeals in these programs. The two informational trends con-

flict when the news media attempt to obtain information about programs

which involve a citizen's private life such as health, housing, welfare

benefits, prison life, criminal background, etc. As government social

welfare programs expand, more and more persons will be receiving pUblio

money and services which the press will wish to monitor. Also, the

use of computer banks makes this information about an individual more

readily avail able than in the pasta22

TIE CONCEPT OF PERSONAL DATA

The intellectual history of the concept "personal data" would probably

be impassible to trace fulro In a sense, however, the effort need not be

made as a single publication has, in the lust year, done more than any prior

aouloe to popularize the concept among legislators and has contributed sig-

nificant3y to legislation designed to protect privacy by restricting public

access to *perm.' data." In 1972, then Secretary of Health, Education and

Welfare Elliott L. Richardson established a 25 member "Secretary's Advisory

Jommittee on Automated Personal Data Systems." The report of that advisory
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committee, submitted to HEW Secretary Casper W. Weinberger June 25, 1973

and published the next month as Records Computers, and the Rights of Citizens23

has become something of a best seller of the Government Printing Office and

is clearly the most important current document in this area. It has stimulated

substantial interest at many levels of the Feder al goverment and, at the

state level, appears to be receiving great attention. Its recommendations are

heavily reflected, as we shall see, in the recently enacted Minnesota st atute.

Broadly speaking, the advisory committee recommended enactment of a statutory

"code of fair information practice," with penalties, both civil and criminal,

for its violation. The overall thrust of the recommendations was twofold.

First, to increase citizen knowledge about records keeping systems which con-

tained into xmation about that citizen; and second, to increase citizen control

over the information by giving him an opportunity to influence its dissemination

and, if roc:emery, to challenge its accuracy and/or completeness.24

Certdn provisions of the code seem to pose problems to sore develeped

concepts of access to public records and the use made of such records by the

news media. Perhaps the gravest problem of all is the definition of "personal

data" itself. As defined by the advisory committee:

Ak3 \- Page 6

!Vermeil data" include all data that describe anything about an
individual, such as identifying characteristics, measurements, test
scores; that evidence things done by or to an individual, such as
records of financial transactions, me dic al treatment, or other services;
or that afford a clear basis for interring per sonal characteristics or
things done by or to an individual, such as the mere record of h!,.3

presence in a place, attendance at a meeting, or admission to 50123
type of service institution.2`'

This is certainly a broad definition which, if applied to existing public recorde.

encompasses much data which in the past has been of interest to the press and

has been readily available to them.

The actual provisions of the "Code of Fair Information Practice" also

contain some elctions that pose difficulties to existing press use of public
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rewords. Record keepers would be required, among other things, to "maintain

a complete and accurate record of every access to and use made of any data

in the system, including the identify of all persons and organizations to

which access has been giver ;"26 to publish "a description of all types

of use (to be) made of data, indicating those involving computen.accessible

files, and includ.a:qg all classes of users and the organizational relationships

among thems,"27 to "assure that no use of individually identifiable data is

made that is not within the stated purposes of the system as reasonably under-

stood by the individual, unless the informed consent of the individual has

been explicitly obtained ;" 11 "inform an individual, upon his request, about

the uses made of data about him, including the identify of all persons and

orgarriz ations involved and their relationships with the wstee,"29 and *assure

that no data about an individual are made available from the system in response

to a demand for data made by means of compllsozy legal process, unless

the individual to whom the data pertain has been mtified of the demand."3°

The possible Applications or these requirements for the tress are plain.

Records would be maintained of each time press representatives bad access to

personal data concerning an individual, and the record of this use of data would

be mailable to the data arbject - potentially an undesirable situation were

the press investigating, say, the past criminul record of a candidate for public

office. Further, the coda seems to suggest that if a data subject was not

on reasonable notice, at the time he supplied the data to the system, that it

would be available for public inspection, such inspection may' not be granted

until the informed cm sent of the data arbject is obtained. Coupled with the

very broad definition of "personal data," potential problems for press access

to public records contairdng personal data se em large indeed.

The HEW advisory ccmmittee was not entirely unaware of these problems

of reconciling its privacy of personal data concept with the motivating notions
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and related legislation - of access to intone records. In fact, it sug-
gested at least one amendment to the Federal Freedom of Infbrmation Act.

That Act creates a brned right of access to public records, except those

that fall witl-in nine stated exemptiors31FedeLta,1 agencies, if asked for

access to records, may withold access only if the records sought are covered

by ore or several of those exempt ions. Seven of the nine exemptions, as the

HEW study group rightly observed, leave discretion to the records Ieeper as to

whether or not he will permit public examination of records which are arguably

exempt. Congress, however., has provided no stattitory guidance for the records

custodian in decidIng whether or not to withold public access to a record

which is arguably exempt under the two. remaining exemptions. The

advisory committee suggested that the Freedom of Information Act be amended

to require agencies to "obtain the consent of an individual before disclosing

in personally identifiable form exempted-category data about him ..."32

In addition, the committee zcommended that "it should be the responsibility

of the person or organization that seeks to obtain data by compulsory legal

process to notify the data subject of the demand and to provide evidence of

such notification to the system. In instances where it ray be more practicable

for the system to give notice of the demand to the data subject, the cost of

doing so should be borne by the originator of the demand."33

Obviously this system could have three consequences for the press.

First, it woull lengthen the already lengthy process of filing fbr suit for

access to infbrmation under the Freedc,m of Information Act by adding the time

required to obtain a data subject's permission. Second, it would increase the

cost to the data seeker. Finally, it would, as with other previsions already

quoted, put the data subject on notice that the press was, for one reason or

another, investigating his activities.
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In geter al, the advisory committee seemed to nave a less than enthusiastic

regard for the Freedom of Information Act, at least when it tried to reconcile

the act with its interests in piestecting the privacy of personal dates

The Freedom of Information Act mandates disclosure to the public of
:".infortestion held by the Federal E. worriment. It barely node, at the
inirest of the individual record enbject by giving FederrAl agencies
the iethority to withold persons' data whose disclosure would conirtitute
a clearly unwarranted invasion of privacy. The Act, however, is an
instrument for disclosing information rather than fbr balancing the
denflicrting interests that surround the public disclosure and use of
parsons.' repords. The Aot permits exemption from mandatory disclosure
;for per sonal data 14hose disclosure would constitute a *clearly unwarranted
invasion cf personal privacy "" but the agency is given total discretion
in deciding which disoloeures meet this criterion. The Act gives the
dab* subject no way at all to influence teensy decisions as to whether
and how disclosure will affect his privacy.34

The advisory comm-i.ttee has a similarly negative ceiticiam of state access low

Many of the states have similarly broad "public records* or "freedom
of information" strtutes whose objective is to assure public ao can
to records of State government agencies. Most of them, however, provide
no exemptions from their generfil disclosure requirements in recognition
of persons print ay intAre sta. 3'

In sum, the T.:7;W advisory committee report seems to pose many unreeelved

challenges to the concept of public access to public records, and partion:erly

to that access to records depended upon by the news media. The ,report was,

it should be remembered, ad sorf - what will really matter to the press is

how and to that exl-,ent its suggestions come to be embodied in statutory or

achninistra ive law. The first such erbodiinent has already oeburred, and it

is 'to that case study which we now turn attention.

*PERSONAL DATA" AND MINNESOTA - THE FIRST STATE LAW

Before launching into a lengthy description of how Minns rota arriverl at

its privacy of personal data bill, an explanation of the value of such a

study - attempting to discount criticisms of parochialism - is in order.

Certainly other antes, if they take up this subject, as I expedt they will,

may follow different procedures and and up with different laws. The parties

in interest, however and at least some of the press access- privacy conflicts

which occurred in Minnesotai may turn out to be canmon to manyfuture efforts

to legislate in this aree. It is hoped that by describing the process as it
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occurred in Minnesota, and offering some critician of the product, future

scholars in this field can have a data base with which to more fully

understand now privacy of personal data mgr be better reconciled with access

to public reccrds principleu.

The concept of privacy of computerized data has, admirably, long been

of interest to mgny in the data systems field. Operators of computer systems,

it appears, were not terribly slow to recognize the privacy violation potentials

of their accelerated information processing techniques and, almost since the

beginning of computer data handling technology, have paid some attention to

pronemo of security of computerized ate. On the other hand, some such

systems operators appear also to have been motivated by a degree of fear about

whit might someday occur should legisleors get seriously interested in pre-

earring privacy from computer invasion. Accordincly many orfeaLizationi of

computer information systems personnel have, from time to time, been created to

study personal data security problems and to anticipate potential legislative

controls.

Saoh a group grew up in Minnesota prior to express legielatiw interest in

the problem. Beginning in approximately 1970, an ad Dz., unofficial, group of

public officials in the information systems field? plus representatives from

the intellectual community concerned with information handling, began to meet

to consider common information services concerne.36 The number of people

involved was variable and data security problems, such as those of "personal

data" were not their primary concern. The group, called the State-Local Data

Systems Council, was chaired by the Executive Director of the League of

Minnesota Municipalities, Dean Lund. Its primary objecttve was to talk about

mutual data handling problems of governmental administration.
31
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In 1971, primarily it appears at the urging of an Assistant Commissioner

of Adettnietration in char ge of the Minnesota Information Serviced Department

(the states primary computer operator fbr information purposes)* the legislature

gave official recognition to this ad hoc organic/Um.° By Laws 1971, Ch.

918, Sec. 2 the legislature gave the governor power to appoint an advisory

council celled the "intergovernmental information services advisory council,

consisting of representatives of county, municipal, school district and.

regional governing bodies which shall assist the department (of administration)

in the development and coordination of an intergovernmental information services

master plan to coordinate and facilitate services, techniques, procedures and

standards for the collection, utilisation and dissemination of data by and

between the various spheres of government."39 Members of this advisory,

council were finally appointed in February, 1972 and were essentially not much

different than the prior ad hoc group) Lund remained as chairman. This

group, known as IISAG, obviously had a charge much broader than consideration

of "personal data" privacy matters alone.

A little aver a year following the formation of IISAC, the 1973 Minnesota

House of Representatives passed "a bill for an act relating to the ool3sotion,

security and dissemination of records and information by the state,* HouteiV

File 1316, The bill lase essentially drafted by the Assistant Commissioner of
141Administration who had helped create IISAC, Daniel Magraw but IISAC did not

participate in its drafting. 42 It was oonsiddred rather late in the legislative

session; by the House of Representatives. It passed the house and was transmitted

to the Senate May 9, 1973. The legislature adjourned Nay 21, 1973 without the

approval of H.F. 1316 or any companion measure by the Senate. Senate inaction

is commonly credited to the lobbying efforts of the Executive Editor of the

Saint Paul Pioneer Press and Difmktti,43John Finnegan, who argued that the

in its 1973 form posed a threat to press rights of access to information.
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The bill's objective, naturally, was to control the dissemination of

"data on persons" (the Minnesota phrase for "personal data") that would invade

personal privacy. H.F. 1316 adopted a definition of "data on persons" different

from that proposed a few months later by the HEW advisory committee. H.F.

1316 defined "data on per sons" ass.

all records, files and processes which contain any data of a systematic
nature on any legal person, which data are kept or intended to be kept
on a permanent or semipermanent basis for the purpose of assisting in
the administration of a governmentel agency or program. Such data
includes that collected, stored- el.and disseminated by manual, mechanical,
electronic, or any other means."4

This definition has persisted, and is used in the bill finally adopted by the

1974 legislature. H.F. 1316, in its 1973 version, applied only to state data

systems and did not reach the data systems of cities, villages, towns, school

districts ani other political subdivisions of the state. It has been said

that removing such local institutions from the coverage of the bill was

essential to get it through the House of Representatives at all.45

Under the 1973 version of H.F. 1316, the Commissioner of Administration

was given substantial power to promulgate rules to control the collection,

dissemination and integration of data on persons. Although he was to do

so "with the advice of the intergovernmental information services advisory

council,
"46

and was to follow guidelines in preparing the rules and regulations -

guidelines contained in H.F. 1316
47

- the actual adoption of rules and regulations

was nct a matter of statute but was to be accomplished under the general rule -

making power of the commissioner, a feature, as it turned out, objectionable

to both the legislature and the press.

Although H.F. 1316 passed the Minnesota House in 1973 without attracting

much public interest, it was vigoroesly opposed in the Senate, as gready

mentioned, by press interests. They generally had two concerns with the bill.

First, the tremendous rule-making power granted the Commissioner, in making

non - public personal data, was objectionable. Press interests preferred to
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see the legislature retain more direct control over the process of actually

deciding what data would ba regarded as "data on persons. "4$ Second, a

provision of H.F. 1316 which stated that "Notwithstanding Minnesota Statutes,

Sectinn 15.17 rules and regulations issued hereunder shall govern and control

the collection, security, and dissemination of all recorded information by the

state of Minnesota" (emphasis added)49 was troublesome. Minnesota Statutes

Section 15.17 is Minnesota's general public records statute and to mothers of

the press, this bill appeared to give the commissioner of administration

power essentially to repeal that '.tatute by rule and regulation.

During the interim between the 1973 and 1974 sessions of the legtdlature,

IISAC vitablished a committee on "Data Security and Privacy" to review H.R.

1316 and make recommendations for amendments, if needed, of that act prior

to the beginning of the 1974 session when Senate action was expected. The

Committee was chaired by IISAC member Jerome J. Segal, an Assistant City

Attorney of the City of Saint Paul, and included representatives of the

governor, law enforcement organizations, a regional political body, education

groups plus another city attorney, a municipal court judge and H.F. 1316's

essential author, Magraw. In addition, a student who had been a member of

the HEW advisory committee served on the IISAC Data Security and Privacy

committee.49a Finally, John Finnegan was added as a memler, although he

was not a member of the parent organization, IISAC, because he had been

"so concerned and vocal," and Lund, IISAC's chairman, believed "his point

of view was a legitimate one."5°

This committee reviewed H.F. 1516 making several suggested changes and

submitting a revised version of the bill for approval by IISAC.51 IISAC approval

was gained, and the revised version was eventually presented for Senate con-

sideration. The IISAC version returned counties, cities, towns, villages and

school districts to the scope of the bill. More significantly, it tried to deal

with press objections to the original version of H.F. 1316. Although sub-

stantial rale-making authority remained with the Department of Administration,
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the Department was clearly blocked from promulgating rules regarding the

dissemination of data on persons that would be in conflict with the state's

pthlic records law. A portion of the cover letter which accompanied the

committee's report to IISAC explains this better than would reference to

the proposed revised version of the bills

Minnesota Statutes, Section 15.171, Subdivision 4, provides that
except as otherwise expressly provided by law, all public records
may be inspected, examined or copied at reasonable times, subject
to payment of reasonable fees. Only the legislatures by statute,
should exempt any record from public scrutiny. Stated Eel other way,
only the Legislature, by statute, should determine what records or
data on persons should be confidential.

The Legislature should not delegate to administrators the power to
exempt data from the open public records law set forth in Minnesota
Statutes, Section 15.17. The establishment of confidential records
and data on persons should be established by the Legislature, and
the adoption of rules and regulations governing the day-to-day
handling of such data and recoraji should be delegated to the
Commissioner of Administration.'4

Obviously, in so exempting fran the i'pe.,..sonal data" bill records Itrich were

pthlic records by statute, the IISAC proposed revision of H.F. 1316 was

substantially different than the original bill, which give the director of

administration power to exempt records from Minnesota Statutes Sec. 15.17.

This was, apparently, almost entirely the result of John Finnegan's impact

upon the IISAC Daida Security and Privacy Committee.

In Novembers 1973, a inter of the Minnesota Senate Judiciary Committees

Senator Robert Tennessen (Minneapolis) organized a subcommittee on Problems

of Privacy.53 Tennessen was not particularly satisfied with the House version

of the personal data bill and submit ted four bills of his own. One was closely
54

modeled on the HEW advisory committee report, released four months esrlier.

The other three bills dealt with (11 specific prohibitions concerning the

integration of previously separate data systems52) restrictiens upon the use

of social security numbers as abject icentification numbers56 and (3)restriction.

on the unlawful intervention of computer transmitted data.57
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Between November 13, 1973 and March 59 104 the Subcoatmittee on Problems

of Privacy held nine sessions on proposed legislation dealing with "data on

persona" or "personal data." Time and space do not here pers.1.4". a full detailing

of the ocamittee'e actions in a chronological sense. Rather, it semi to

better serve present purposes to point out the parties wkio became involved in

the hearings of these bills and to suseserise their interests. Settles to

soy that the outcome, the bill ultimately passed by the Senate, accepted by

the House and enacted into law was a hybrid of the HEW rev:emendations and

the original. H.F. 1316. The bill dealing with specific prohibitions of data

integration was somewhat incorporated into the final enactment. The specific

prohibitions on the use of the social security number and the effort to

control unlawful interception of transmitted data were dropped.

TIE PARTIES AND TIMER INTERESTS

Banioally six parties became involved in the refinement of the legislation2

(1) the author, Senator Teneesem, (2) the state's computer industry, (3) IISAC,

(1) the Department of Athd.nistration (specifically Magraw)D (5) other portions

of state and local governmental bureaucracy and (6) media representatives. Their

roles and interests can be described as follows:

(1) The author - Sen. Tenessen. The author had a substantial personal, as

opposed to political, concern in seeing that legislation in this area was

passed. There are few political rewards in supporting this kind of legislation

and his interest appeared motivated by a very sincere and indeed altruistic

interest in threats of record-keeping to personal privacy. He proved to be an

accommodating chairman, as his proposed bill went through four drafto before

finally moving out of subcommittee and was wended even after that.. A subjective

judgment would surely be that the bill improved with each revision. In an interia:

view subsequent to the passage of the law, the Senator admitted that he had en

profound commitment .,o the /bur loins he originally introduced and that the
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whole effort was just to get a "crude bill" enacted which would begin to

protect personal data privacy rights but to which the Legislature would be

required to give additional attention in later sessions. To some extent,

he expects to have to return to the cenflicts between privacy of "data on

persons" and press access rights.58

(2) The computer industry's concern was threefold. First, that no

steps be taken that would reduce the demand for computer products. Minnesota

is home to Honeywell and Control Data Corporation, both large Computer

producers and important state employers. Second, that restrictions on security

of computer data would turn out to be compatible with the interstate nature

of computerized information exchange, a position generally responsible for

industry support for Federal, as opposed to state, Igislationi9 Finally, that

any requirements enacted to require records to be kept of access to computer

data be manageable that the computer not be required to generate more records

about access to records than it had records to begin with. Although the

industry was actively represented in early hearings, its attendance seemed

to drop off with time. Most probably the industry became convinced that imany

of its more technical concerns with language of the bill would be protected.

by the State Department of Administration, a heavy computer uset60

(3) IISAC - Jerome Seigel attended may subcommittee meetings. Usually

his contribution was to remind the Subcommittee on Problems of Privacy of

the recommendations of II311C and to insist on three things. First, that an

adequate reconciliation of the privacy of "data on persons" concept be made

with public records legislation, generally recommending that "personal date"

legislt ion, if passed, not apply to public records. Second, to f.nsist that

local governmental units be included and finally, to suggest that there be

both civil and criminal penalties associated with violation of prcvisions

of the enactment. 61

(Ii) State Department of Administration - Magraw. The Department of
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Administration's interests were broad. Like IISAC, Magraw argued for a

comprehensive bill including all levels of information keeping in the state.

In addition, the Department of Adsinist ration was probably the party most con-

cerned with the refinement of wording of the proposed bill, as they sought to

avoid a bill that would place impossible burdens upon them in terms of imple-

mentation of the law. In the end, the Department of Administration was re-

quired to prepare an annual report to the legislature (1) listing all data

systems and describing them (2) r faring a commissioner's opinion on which

data therein were public, records, which confidential, and which neither,

(3) giving information in public form about those responsible for each system

and data bank and describing the types of individuals upon whom data is

rasitttained, the categories of data sources, a description of the use of

the dat,rs, the policies of storage, retention, and disposal, the security systems

employed, and procedures which may be used by data subjects to find out if

data is filed on them, get access to it, and contest its accuracy!, completeness,

pertinence and the necessity for retaining it. Honver, the Commissioner is

charged with fulfilling these activities only to "the extent feasible% a

disclaimer not found until the third draft of the legielation.62

(5) Other bureaucrats entered only occasionally. Some representatives

of 'coal government, unsatisfied at being included in the bill, appeared and

received polite attention, but their partition was in vain as the clear prey.

ference of the Chairman and other powerful parties was for a comprehensive oill.

Late in the consideration of the bill, representatives of health organizations

in the state managed to get in an amendment which examptedfrom the requires is

of disclosure to the data subject "records relating to the medical or psychiatric

treatment of the inagidual."614

(6) Media representatives. As already noted, representatives of media

organizations were distressed that the original H.F. 1316 seemed to them to

strike an inadequate balance between the state's public records lawn and the
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striving to protect perso nal privacy of "data on persons." As is true

of many state access laws, Minnesota Statutes Sec. 15,17, subd 14.. provides

for general public access to public records "except as otherwise express:1,y

provided by law." Media members were afraid that the personal &Ito bill would

be such an express exception to the access to records law. The media viewpoint

wis effectively heard in the IISAC committee, as already mentioned. They

continued their interest into the hearings of the Senate subcommittee, but

Finnegan was replaced with a different spokesman of the media viewpoint,

Robert Shaw, manager of the Minnesota Ne'.spaper Association, an ,a5.-;:-nciation

of most of the 3tae's non - metropolitan newspapers.

Certain legislative groundwork was done. A comprehensive study of the

public records law and related statutes was comnissioned.65 Unfortunately,

the study revealed certain weakensses in the law, at least as judicially

construed, but a decision wvs niade nonetheless to continue to push for

some reconciliation between the public recor-:s law and the personal data

bill, with plans for a later strengthening of the public records law. Throughout

the subcommittee's hearings, media representatives testified that inadequate

consideration, had been given to the conflict between the "right to know" and

examire public records concept and the effort to protect 1.ersonal data privacy.

Finally, near the end of the hearings, a restrictive application clause was

ciraftef1 by media representatives and presented to the subcommittee saying "nothing

in" the bill "shall be construed to restrict or modify right of access to public

records guarant=cd by Minnesota Statutes, Section 15.17, or by any other statute."6f

Having repeatedly assured media representatives that there was no intended

conflict between the public reoordr law and the per,T)nal data hill, the sub committee

had little choice but to accept this amendment. It was approved and ended

up in the final version of the law. Having accomplished at was essentially

a delaying action, ledia representatives absented themselves generally from

the final few sessions of the subcommittee Fk ich were prilarily devoted to

00'
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settling final objections of the Department of Administration to certain

phrases in the language of the bill.

The bill mowed out of subcommittee March 5, 1974; out of the full Senate

Judiciary committee March 7, 1974, was approved by the Senate March 25, 1971k,

concurred in by the House March 26, 19'14 and signed by the governor April

11, 1974. Tentatively codified as Minnesota Statutes, Secs. 15.162-16.168,

the bill became effective August 1, 1974.

THE Pi OVUEONS OF THE BILL

The Minnesota enactment is attached in full as Appendix A. In general

follows the HEW recommendations, for it provides for public knowledge of

the existence of data banks, for substantial public information about how such

banks are operated and the purposes for which information is obtained and

exchanged, and for provisions for data stibjec6s to gain some knowledge of data

stored about them and challenge its accur-Jy. There are two significant differ

;Moen between the Minnesota statute and the HEW guidelines. First, the statute

requires the Department of Administration to ck substantial research into state

record-keeping and to report its findings to both the public and the Legislature.

This wiL. be a valuable information base for the Legislature in considering

refinements and amendments to the law and will also, perhaps, be a boon to the

media in identifying many hitherto unknown sources of information. Second, the

Minnesota statute provides subjects less actual knowledge about who has had

access to their data than recommended by HEW. In addition, the Minnesota statute

applies to "data on persona" however maintained. The HEW study noted, however,

that that advisory committee really saw no need to create different data privacy

rights for automated and non-automated data systems.

With more direct attention to press interests, some of the potentially

objectionable portions of the HEW study remain; for example, data use for other

than announced intended uses remains difficult, unless protocols are changed by

data gatherers, by legislative approval or with consent of the data subject. The



restrictive application clause, however, siiould solve - primarily by post-

ponement - major press problems with the statute. That the restrictive application

clause is but a temporary holding action, to which the legislature must

return its attention at a later date, appears understood by both representatives

of the press and the sponsor of the legislation.°

FEDERAL INTEREST IN PRIVACY

When interviewing was conducted in Washington D.C. in late April, 1974,

in conjunction with this paper it appeared unlikely that a comprehensive,

general "personal data" bill would be enacted by the U.S. Congress. That

situation has changed drastically between April and the writing of this draft

of this paper. There now appears to be some likelihood that Congress may

enact such a bill this session; powerful groups attempting to enact such

legislation are now accelerating their efforts to get general privacy law

proposals through the House of Representatives prior to expected debate in

that body of articles of Presidential impeachment anticipated in mid-August.

If such legislation can go through the House prior to its tald.ng up the

question of impeachment, Senate action along the lines enacted by the House

is expected and a general "personal data" privacy bill may well become lew.

House and Senate activity in this area shall be reviewed shortly, after dis-

cussion of more limited bid "specific" protections of privacy also being

considered have been reviewed,

Both the House and the Senate are considering bills that might severely

restrict press access to criminal justice data. Two bills in this area were

introduced in the Senate February 5, 1974. S. 2964, the "administration bill"

sponsored by Nebraska Senator Roman Hruska regulates all criminal justice data

banks of federal, state and local governments and would bar disseminhtion of

arrest information if arrested individuals were subsequently acquitted, had

their charges dismissed, or were not prosecuted. Indictment and conviction
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information could be distributed only for criminal justice purposes, and

would not be made public unless authorized by federal or state statute or

executive order. There are further provisions for sealing criminal records

if an indivAdual has been free from law enforcement activities for periods

of from five to seven years.

Senator Sam Ervin's "The Criminal Justice Information Control and

Protection of Privacy Act" (S. 2943)9 introduced the same day, is in many

ways similar to but perhaps even more restrictive than the Hruska bill. It

would totally prohibit distribution of raw arrest information to non-law

enforcement agencies or persons, would permit conviction information to be

released only under federal or state statutes and would place more limits

on the dissemination of arrest records within the criminal justice system.

All of the provisions of the bill would be administered by a nine-member

federal-state board of government officials and private citizens. The Huraka

bill would be enforced by the Attorney General. Hearings were held on both

bills in March, 1974068

Similar kinds of criminal data restrictive legislation hastbeen introduced

in the House and hearings were held on them by a subcommittee of the House

Judiciary Committee (Subccdmmittee on Civil Rights and Constitutional Rights,

Don Edwards, D.-Calif., chairman)in March, 1974.
69

Such legislation, regulating

only access to criminal justice information, appeared more likely of enactment

than any general privacy of personal data legislation during the April

interviewing for this paper.7° Since the legislation, however, is under the

control of a House member who is also a member of the Judiciary JommIttez,

and hence deeply involved in the current impeachment deliberations, chances

of its passage by the current congress appcar diminished.

These bills regulating criminal justice data have met substantial oppositiol

from the press. Press representatives on hearings on the Senate bills argued

that they would make non-public much criminal justice information that is now
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public.71 Ervin disagreed. For him, no information currently public would

be made non-public, but rather certain forms and compilations of information

which are now public would be made non-public. This, admittedly, might make

it harder for the press to compile some combinations of data but, according

to Ervin, it should not be the business of government to provide compilations

of data for the press which invade the privacy of data subjects.72 Press

representative.9 argued with Ervin that existing press-bar guidelines often

recommend making public data Ervin now seeks to make non-public, and stressed

possibilities for abuse under the cloak of secrecy created by the Ervin

and Hruska bills0 In late July, 1974, Ervin's Constitutional Rights Subcommittee

of the Senate Judiciary Committee was marking-up a revised vervion of the

Ervin and Hruska bills which, according to counsel to the subcommittee, "went-far"

to remove some of the objections raised to the original bills by press repre-

sentatives'," The subcommittee's mark-up 4411, however, has not yet beer

made public.

Major Congressional action is now going on in the area of general "personal

data" privacy bills. Both Senate and House subcommittees are currently refining

proposed legislation, generally modeled on the HEW fair information practice

guidelines and aiming toward enactment of the legislation prior to House

consideration of articles of Presidential impeachment. In this they compete

with other bills seeking to be heard by the full House prior to its consideration

of impeachment so that passage of these bills by the House is by no means

assured. The situation should be clearer by the time of the AEJ Convention.

Moves to protect privacy of "personal data" generally appear to have begun,

earliest in the House. There New York congressman Edward Koch introduced H.R.

12206 and 12207 on January 22, 1974. These bills were revisions of earlier

general privacy bills introduced by Congressman Koch in earlier congresses°

Another important general privacy of "personal data" bill was introduced by

Congresswoman Bella Abzu,9 (D. New York) as H.R. 13872 on April 2, 19740

mo_01-T-
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Pursuant to special orders, a lengthy debate was held on the House floor

on the "Congressional Committment To Privacy" on April 2, 1974074 This

House debate revealed support for general protections of privacy of personal

data to be both deep and bi-partisan. What is perhaps of greatest significance

is that the Koch bills, and other related bills, were referred not to the

judiciary committee, now so heavily engaged with the problems of impeachmer

but rather to the Foreign Operations and Government Information Subcommittee

of the House Government Operations Committee. The primary responsibility

of that subcommittee is Freedom of Information matters - the subcommittee,

chaired first by California Congressman John Moss and later by Pennsylvania

Congressman William Moorhead was the :primary subcommittee responsible for the

Federal Freedom of Information Act.

The subcommittee held.hearings on the Koch bill And related bills February

19 and 26, 1974 hearing testimony from members of Congress, representatives

of the Justice Department and the Department of Health, Education and Welfare,

and a professor from the Rutgers School of Law. Partly as a result of the

hearings, but also as a result of consultation with members of the Senate

and of the executive branch of goverment, the Koch bill was revised an)

reintroduced by Congressman Barry Goldwater, Jr. (R.-Calif.) as H.R. 14493

April 30, 1974. That bill, which has come to be known as the "Goldwater -Koch"

bill, underwent mark-up sessions in the subcommittee June 18, 26, 27 and July

220 The subcommittee has not, as yet, recommended a final version of the

bill for consideration by the fell committee. Accordingly, present comments

can only be directed to the "Goldwater-Koch" bill as proposed April 22.

As with most recent bills dealing with privacy of personal data, the

"Goldwater-Koch" bill: is heavily indebted to the HEW advisory committee report.

As with the HEW report, the general purpose of the Goldwater-Koch bill is to

insure that there are no secret data banks, that citizens know when there is

data stored about them and have both accss to the data and an opportunity to
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challenge the data or file supplementary data. In addition, the Goldwater-Koch

bill provides for security and confidentiality of "personal information*

and accordingly raises some challenges to accese to information concepts.

The earlier version of the bill provided generally that agencies

maintaining personal information could not disclose the information to another

agency or individual without notification to the data subject. This version

of the bill expressly provided that:

...if disclosure of such record is required under section 552 of
this chapter or by any other provision of law, the person concerned
Shall be notified by,pail at his last known address of any such
required disclosure.""

The mentioned section 552 is, of course, the Federal Freedom of Information

Act and, accordihe'rH.L 12206 appeared to infer that "personal data" contained

in records which were public records pursuant to the Federal Freedom of Information

Act or other laws was not to be confidential but was to be made public but with

notice to any involved data subject.

This provision c1c a not appear in H.R. 14493. Accordingly H.R. 14493

appears to have not fully resolved conflicts between Freedom of Information

and privacy concepts. H.R. 14493 adopts a very broad definition of "personal

informations"

...all information that describes, locates, or indexes anything about
an individual including his education, financial transactions, medical
history, criminal, or employment record, or that affords a basis for
inferring personal characteristics, such as finger and voice prints,
photographs, or things done by or to such individual; and the record
^f hia presence, registration, or members4lp in an organisation or
activity, or admission to an institutions'

Agencies are required to "maintain a list of all persons having regular access

to personal information in the information system077 and could presumably,

in the case of records public by law, simply note that all persons would have

access to such "personal information." Agencies are required to seek the

permission ^f data subjects in order to disseminate all or part of filed information

to those "not having regular access authority."78 Unless the agency had previously
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stated that, because the record involved 1482 a public record by law, it was

open to all members of the public, the permission of the data subject would,

under H.R. 14493, have to be sought in each case where public access was sought

to "personal inf "rmation" even though contained in a public record. Since

data subjects are, when their consent is sought, also supposed to be informed

of the use intended for the personal irformation, federal agencies would perhaps

be allmsd to inquire as to the intended use of the public record planned by

the requester, while most interpretations of the Federal Freedom of Infemation

Act have stressed that the purpose for which access to public records is sought

is irrelevant to a Freedom of Information Act request. It should also be

noted that H.R. 14493 provides both criminal and civil enforcement procedures:

under the criminal penalty "any responsible officer of a Federal agency who.

wi3fullyw...(2) issues personal information in violation of this Act...

shall be fined not more than $10,000 in each instance or imprisoned nok, more

than five years, or both."79 Civil penalties provide that persona violating

the Act are liable to aggrieved persons for actual-and puhitive damages as

well as the recovery of costa and attorney's fees.80 Such penalties should

greatly discourage the dissemination of personal information when, in the

minds of record:. custodians, there is ari doubt that the i-formation sought

may or may not be exempt from the privacy act.

Bills similar to the "Goldwater.Koch" act have been presented in the

Senate and hearings have been held upon them by an ad hoc privacy subcommittee

of the Government Operations Committee and the Constitutional Rights Subcommittee

of the Judiciary Committee chaired by Senator Sam Ervin. Several basically

similar bills submitted between October 1973 and June, 1974 were heard by

this ad hoc subcommittee in hearings held June 18, 19, 20, 197408D The debt

of all of these bills to th House has been recognized by Senator Ervin:

The bill we introduce today (So 3633) follows the line generally
expressed in these bills (S. 3416, S. 254'.% °, 2310) and in those
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introduced in the House by Congressmen Koch and Goldwater. Indeed,

each of the Senate bills are variations of the model first prepared

by those two gentlemen, and the debt that the Senate bills owe is

apparent by a comparison of their texts.°2

Among witnesses testifying at ths he rings of the ad hoc subcommittee were:

Representatives Koch, Litton and Goldwater, Jr.; former Sedretary of Health,

Education and Welfare Elliott Richardson; Drs. Alan Westin and Christopher

Pyle;83 Dr. Ruth Davis and Mr. Vincent Darabba of the Department of Commerce;

Mr. Philip Buchen and Mr., Douglas Mete of the Do antic Council Committee on

the light of Privssyl Ms. Hope Eastman of the ACLU; Do. Martin Larson of

Liberty Lobby; Mr. Stanley Salett and Mr. Stuart Sandow of the National

Committee for Citizens in Educationl4Mr. Arthur Sampson, Administrator,

General Servicee Administration; Dr. Clay T. Whitehead., Director, Office of

Telecommunications Policy; Ms. Donna Schiller of the League of Women Voters;

Dr. Elmer Gabrieli of the Joint Task Group on Ethical. Health Data Centers;

State Senator Stanley Aroholt of Ohio representing the National Wislative

Conference; Mr. Andrew Atkinson of Government Management Information System);

arid Mr. Daniel Magraw (of Minnesota), Mr. Jerry Hammett and Mr. Charles Tigg

representing the National Association for State information System& Only

one mass media representative testified, Mr. Richard M0 Schmidt, Jr., Counsel

far the American Society of Newspaper Editors.
86

While there are differences between the main Senate personal data bill

(S. 3633 introduced by Sens. Ervin, Bayh, Goldwater, Kennedy and Mathias)

and the House bills, none of these differences occur in the area of conflict

between access to information and privacy principles. Both Senate and House

bills use identical defintions of "personal information", both require the

listing of all persons having regular access, bath require the seeking of the

data subject's permission in order to disseminate personal information to

those without regular access wathotity and neither specifically provides

for what shall be done about personal data appearing in a record which is a
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public record by law. In late July, 1974, staff of the ad hoo subcamaittee

was attempting to draft a hew version of the bill which could be approved by

the subcommittee and sent to the parent eommittees but that staff draft had

not been made public." Conceivably some of the difficulties of reasnoiling

thlse general personal data privacy bills with access to records statutes

may arise from work of the Senate or House committees which may consider the

bills in the next fey weeks. One press report indicates a strong bipartisan

effort to get the personal data bills out of the House by August 12, hence,

prior to House consideration of bills of impeachment, and stresses that the

House draft "is designed to attract broad support and quick passage."
88

Accordingly it seems likely that any version caning out of the House will

(1) not attempt to deal with criminal justice data, but leave such data for

further, specific, legislation and (2) not attempt to enact an administrative

board or agency to exercise oversight over the privaay law, as proposals for

such independent agencies have retarded progress of general privacy bills in

the past.

Within the Executive branch of government there has been some action in

the privacy area with potential significance for the press. Following a radio

address of President Nixon on privacy on February 23, 1974,89 a Domestic

Council Committee on the Right of Privacbchalred by Vice President Ford

was established. The Committee has a broad mandate to study problems of

personal privacy and recommend appropriate Federal action, rrnging from

legislation to simple internal improvements in administrative practice.

Even before selection of the committee staff, Vice President Font was being

widely given credit in Washington for getting President Nixon to withdraw

Execetive,Orders 11.687 and 11709 which, for a time, permitted inspection by

the Deparrment of Agriculture of farmers' income tax returns, a practice

regarded by some as a violation of the fanners' privacy.90 In late April,

1974, the Domestic Council Committee an the Right of Privacy expected to
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begin making proposals to the Vice President by mid-June,
91

and the committee

actually did oonsider fourteen "initiatives" in an early July meeting,

although none of these initiatives dealt with a general protection of privacy

of all personal data. The Executive Director of the Subcommittee, Mr. Philip

Buchan, testified Juno 19, 1974 to Senator Ervin's ad hoc privacy subcommittee,

then considering general privacy of personal information legislation. While

Mr. Suchen was in favor of the committee's general objectives, he expressed

some doubts that a adagio bill should be applied to all data systems stressing

a need fez. variety and legislative experimentation and cautioning against

overlooking "...the complexity of the problems involved or...debate on questions

of the scope, timing, and suitability of different possible remedies for

advancing the cause of personal privacy without inhibiting government or

laisinesa in its proper fUnctiona...Controls of information practices ought

to accommodate for situations where the problems are not alike and where the

same remedies are not equally workable or useful."

Also within the Executive branch, and at one time of great potettial

significance, is a Freedom of Information Study Unit connected with the Departmant

of Justice.94 The study unit has a budget, through June, 1975 of approximately

000,000 to study the implementation and effectiveness of the Federal Freedom

of Information Act and to make recommendations, if necessary, for changes in

the law, in agency regulations :Implementing it, or in agency practices and

procedures. Mr. Jerry Clark via director of the study when interviewing was

first conducted for this paper. Clark seemed well aware of the potential conflict

between privacy, particularly privacy of personal data, and the Freedom of

Information Act and Opected that this might be an area in which legislative

changes eight be recommended. He planned to mainly depend on tae Domestic

Council study, and on Congress, for most of the groundwork on privacy problems

anticipating that the Freedom of Information Study Unit itself would devote



staff effort to privacy problems only if the work of the Domestic Council

Committee or Congress proved insufficient. Clark appeared to have good

credibility with significant groups on Capitol Hall and the study group

might have had significant impset..on both Freed am of Information and

privacy legislation.

Clark's resignation as director of the study unit oh June 8, 1974 appears

to make it unlikely that the unit will be effective or influencial. The

circumstances surrounding Clark's resignation are clouded and Clark has said

little publicly about it. Knowledkrable Washington sources attribute the

resignation to a conflict between Clark and Attorney General 'William Saxbe

over the autonomy granted the study group by former attorney general Elliott

Richardson wino first approved the project. In his April interview, Clark .

stressed that Richardson had granted him full autonomy of staff selection

and the right to publish a final report without review by the Justice Dspartmento95

Washington sources indicate that Saxbe (1) vetoed some early staff selections

and (2) sought to renegotiate the independent publication agreement between

Clark and Richardson and that the result was Clark's resignation. Washkagton

expectations now art that some study will be done, but that it will be closely

supervised by tae Justice Department. Iccordingly it is .nlikely to consider

the difficulties of squaring Freedom of Information and privacy principles.

PRIVACY AND ACCESS 'M RECORDSJ Problems of
Conceptualisation and mu* Suggested Answers

It has been repeatedly mentioned in this paper that the effort to protest

privacy of "personal data" has conflicted, both theoretically and, in

Minnesota.at least, practically, with the concept of public access to public

records. Why has this occurred and what, if anything, might be done to help

strike a better balance between these competitors and lead to a more satis-

factory resolution of the conflict than is exemplified by the Hinneenta holding

action?96 Certainly this problem cannot begin to be solved here, but certain

dimensions of it may be illuminated.
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articularly those who have been close to

,rds laws should begin to recognize that

rds" an outmoded concept. Public records

ashion that the computer cannot regurgitate

the entire original record but ur that certain information components of

it may be separately recalled. ThL Important concept, now, is not public

records but rather public information. 7 Unfortunately, many state access

to public records laws are not at present written so that they may easily

take into account this shift from "records" to "information" - certainly

the Minnesota Iw is not so written. Accordingly, existing state access laws

which create rights of access to entire records run head-on into efforts to

protect the privacy of some information. The problem is not quite so severe

at the Federal level as the Federal Freedom of Information Act has, at least

as judicially construed, begun to deal with the concept of information - judges

ordering, for example, that information properly exempt from disclosure under

the act must be separated from information `not properly exempt, with the

latter being disclosed." In order for the conflict between privacy of

personal data and access to public records to begin to be resoled it must get

to a point where both sides are talking about the same concept - information.

Freedom of Information advocaes, it would seem, must turn their attention

from records cad toward the narrower concept of information.

Second, Freedom of Information and privacy advocates must cone together

to jointly consider their mutual problems. Frequently they now swat in

adversary roles - and adversary institutions. A staffAssimber.otthi Senate

Constitutional Rights Subcommittee working on the Ervin privacy bill said

in InAtatbrwisis that there was no conflict between Freedom of Information and

privacy of arrest record information. That statement is simply untrue. At

the Federal level there are structural reasons why access to records and

privacy people do note together; in the Senate, privacy matters are usually
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referred to the Constitutional Rights Subcommittee and Freedom of Information

matters to the Administrative Practice and Procedure Subcommittee. Both

are eviboommittees of Senate Judiciary but, as is well known, the most important

stags in the Federal legislative process if often that of subcommittee staff

work. With different staffs working on privacy and freedom of information

little common ground is explored. Until recently the problem has been even

more Bartous in the House. There Freedom of Information related bills go

to the Foreign Operations and Government Intormation subcommittee of House

Government Operations, while mist privacy matters are referred to a subcommittee

of the House Judiciary committee. In the House, then, the two areas of

interest have generally not even met at the committee level. Consideration

of the Goldwater-Koch bill by the Foreign Operations and Government Information

Subcommittee breaks this pattern and may, indeed, have occurred because of

the bottleneck in the Judiciary committee attributable to impeachment.

Whether this subcommittee can successfully reconcile Freedom of Information

and privacy principles remain, to be seen.

The problem is, of course, not only structural - it is also substantive.

Although this assertion mould be difficult to document, Freedom of Information

proponents seem lore generally concernec with the broad soliological impact

of denying access to public "swords upon the public's right to know while

privacy advocates, essentially humanists, are more attuned to the personal

and psychological impact of violations of privacy upon the individual. Ideally

the two rights should be compared and juxtaposed on comparable levels - the

social as opposed to psychological would seem most appropriate - which would

pit the social value of an informed public against the social benefits of

having some rights to privacy and secrecy. Instead the conflict nearly always

gets stated in incomparable terms, as in this quotation from Arthur Millers

The conflict between the general public's right to know what its
government is doing and the individual's right to have some control

over the dissemination of personal informs ion held by the goVernisent
is an extremely difficult one to resolve07Y
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In addition, Freedom of Information and privacy advocates define the

purpose of access to public records statutes quite differently. To privacy

advocates, the 'tole purpose of access to public records laws is to facilitate

understanding of th3 functioning and operations of government, and much such

understanding can be gained without access to personal data. Statements from

the HEW advisory group report and from Arthur Miller express this viewpoints

the !W report claims that the act's purpose is "protecting the public's

'right to know' about the activities of the Federal government "100 while

Miller notes that the act's "stated purpose is to insure that the public

has access to enough governmental information to enable it to scrutinize

the activities of federal administrators.«101

Yet, it must be candidly admitted, journalists use the Freedom of Information

Act to find out much more than just information about government it is, indeed,

used to find out information about people who are involved in goverment or

with government. And should it not be so? Certainly the trend in libel

law in the last decade has been to make it increasingly difficult for persons

involved in public affairs to sustain libel actions, SA the "actual malice"

rule applied to public officials in New York Times v. S1arivan102 and to

public figureal" indicates. Surely it would be contrary to the spirit of

this line of libel protection for the press to make all information about any

person, found in public records, non-public under theories of privacy of

personal data.

These tensions will not really begin to be resolved until Freedom of

Information and privacy advocates come together in a common forum. So far

this has not really occurred% the current work of the House Foreign Operations

and Government Information Subcommittee offers some hope, so did the Freedom

of Information Study Group but that hope is now diminished. Rather, the

HEW advisory committee is typical of how groups Which. at least plan to study
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both problems usually end up being dominated by one aide or the other. The

advisory group heard testimony, some 61 presentations, from 113 individuals.

Only one presentation, participated in by three peoplel°4 was devoted to

the Freedom of Information Act)
1

The Committee contacted 252 organizations

tojea per" '3

that it thought would have some interest in its uork. It says about 110

replied. Only eight of the 252 organizations were media related to the extent

that they would be likely to have some interest in the 'Freedom of Information

dimensions of the committee's work. None of these eight organisations were

among the 22 who provided copies of completed studies or policy statement.

dealing with the handling of records about identifiable individuals.106

To be perfectly fair, privacy zealots are equally lacking in the studies

of Freedom of Information made by both House and Senate.107 Freedom of

Information and privacy groups, it appears, although certainly aware of one

another, simply are not talking much to each other even in those few available

forums where they might meet. Yet, somehow, communication between these

factions must inorease or no satisfactory resolution can ever be reached

to their inherent conflicts.

One conflict that is building rapidly, and appears especially funda-

mental, concerns "interest" in records sought. A major thrust of statutory

rights of access to records legislation, already mentioned, has been to

remove the need to show an interest in records sought which was so often

required under the c%Amon law. Ut, to pritacy advocates, knowledge of the

reason information is sought and the uses to which it will be put are all

important - they often determine, in fact, whether one release of information

is an invasion of privacy or not. As the HEW report poses the problem N..

most systems can be quite well defended against 'unauthorized' accesse..The

problem is haw to prevent 'authorized' access for 'unauthorized' araltE.00/1°8
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Arthur Miller states the tension created by the Freedom of Information Act's

lack of concern with "interest" and the privacy advocate's near obsession

with it more directly:

The Information Act also provides that the contents of the files

are available to 'any person.' This mandate may be SD encompas-

sing that it will prevent courts from reaching a sensible accommodation

between the threat to individual privacy and the importance of public

access to governmentally hold information...I have...heard several

agency officials suggest that the decision whether to disclose data

should depend in part on the identify of the requesting party and

the purpose to which the information will be put.1°9

Whatever Mr. Miller may have heard, however, courts have consistently rejected

any inquiry into the "interest" cf an information seeker. As a practical

guide to the use of the act, prepkred by a Ralph. -Nader related organization

notes, "...With one exception..., you do not have to explain the reasons for

your demand, nor do government employees have any right to ask."11° This

conflict is surely one of the moat basic themes which divide those seeking

to protect privacy of personal data from those seeking to protect rights of

access to governmental records far, as the HEW advisory group observed:

It is difficult...to define personal privacy in terms that provide

a conceptually sound framework for public policy about records and

record keeping...For any one individual, privacy, as a value, is

not absolute or constant; its significance can vary with time, places

age and °tier circumstances. Ther) is even more var4abiltty among

groups of individuals. As a social value, furthermore, privacy can

easily collide with others, most notably free speech, freedom of the

press, and the public's "right to know."111

If the inevitable collision between access to public records forces and

privacy forces is to be exploited so as to be as beneficial to the public good

as possible, privacy and Freedom of Information advocates must begin to meaningfuli

share ideas and communicate. Perhaps they must ultimately propose omnibus

records laws which - almost from the cradle to the prave of a record -

shepherd the making and keeping of records and, along the way, consider

both privacy and public access values. Perhaps the competing values can

be reconciled by less than comprehensive omnibus records legislation, so

long as the proponents of separate laws keep track of the activities of those
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in the other camps. What is important is that the conflict be recognized

and solved, not dodged; that adequate data be accumulated to assess its

dimensions and that the public's interest, rather than private commitments

to "right to know" or " right- to-be- let - alone" ideology,lead ultimately to

the best possible reconciliation of these competing but vital social

values.
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issagT7sEe:IL, Hearings before a Subcommittee of the Committee on
Government Operations, House of Representatives, 93d Cong., 2d sess., 1974.

112e Freedom _gInformation Act, Hearings before a Subcommittee

ot 1,177-77-41-nmittee on Government Operations,-nouse of Representatives,ere

on H.R. 5425 and H.R. 4960, 93d Cong., 1st sess., 1973.

H R 12206 12222, 13301, llera, Bills to Amend the Freedom

of Information Act, referred to the Subcommittee on Foreign Operations

and Government Information of the Committee on Government Operations,
House of Representatives, 93d Uong.i 2d. sess., 1974.

p Records Maintained la
a t.;i1rconu-Trli tee-orEg ortrrrrittee on

Representatives, on H.R. 9527, 92d

Governr:nt J.42221222. Hearings before
Govermient Operations, House of

Cong,, 2d. sess., 1972.

Representative Barry Gold.aater and others on Corwessional

;11;;;EElo Privacy, 93d Cong., 2d. sess., April 2; 1974, -tiouressional

14eCJi,d - }rouse, H. 2417-24950

Sale or Distribution of Mailin , Lists ta Federal Agencies,
4 .110

earings erore a SucomuirlaTre77777-dme ommittee on Government Operations,

House of Representatives, on H.R. 8903 and Related Rills, 92d Cong., 2d.

sess., 1972.

Security and Privac of Criminal Arrest Records, Hearings

---7177-7773mnit tee No.7o t committee on tETTlaiciEry, House of
e,?,presenta Lives, on H,R. 11315, %2d Cong., 2d. sess., 1972.

U.S. Government Information Policies and Practices - Administrati(

a nd7TEEET:;. of dInTeWgrof Information Parts 4,5 and'
=ne ..*3

6. rings
befoF4iM-b-6ommiFeieTrih7 committee on Governme-nrrperations,Thouse

of Representatives, 92d Cong., 1st Bess., 1972.

...IN
, U.S. government Information Polieieee and Practices -. Problems

ON..."
o or7=---172122in-raairWormation from 17377gautive Branch, ParEIT---
Tqarines before a Subcommittee of the Committee 77717ernment Operations,

jhuee of Representatives, 92d Cone., 2d. sess., 1972.

, U.S. Government Information Policies and Practicee!. Public
--1-a-c7.7-7errriforn-iaWn Executive branch Acrviso Croups, MR Lir-

1:67717ge be7717,777M77.177Atee of the7a7T7Sttee on Uovernment7Frations,

House of Representatives, 92d Cong., 2d. sess., 1972.

U.S. Government Information Policies and Practices Security

--77-ss=catTon-rr-oblems frlyalyLnE gubsection -71' the Freedom of Info rmati

eta, Part 7 7Rearings beY6ii-i7Ailocommittee o the Committe771-nVernrIPTE-----

upprations House of Representatives, 92d Cong., 2d sess., 1972.
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U.S. Congress, Senate, Freedom of Information, Executive PriJilege, Secrecy

in Government, Vols. 1,2, and 3., hearings before anommittees of the

Committee on the Judiciary and the Committee on Government OperationF,

Senate, on S. 11142, S. 858, S.Con.Res.30, S.J.Res. 72, S. 1106, S. 1520,

S. 1923 and S. 2073, 93d Cong.21st Sess., 1973.

, Freedom of Information Act Source Boo!:: Legislative Materials,

---737J_3,UlergiiiTe77717CrtErs777317ron Administrative
Piiaice a cedure of the Committee on the Judiciary, Senate, 91d Cong.,

2d. sees., 1974.

2 Right of Privacy Act of 1967, Parts land 2, Hearings before

the Subcommittee on AdmrastratTire: 'practice aria-rroc7Ere of the Committee

on the Judiciary, Senate, on S. 928, 90th Cong., let sess., 1967.

, Senator Roman Hruska, Introduction of 3. 2964, Criminal Systems

Act of 19744 93d Cong., Qd. sees, Congressional Record 5, 1974.

(Pages not supplied, reproduced by Senator Ervin's Office).

Senator Sam J. Ervin and others, Introduction of S. 2266, the

---nraTZWaice Information Control and Protection of erivacy Act of 19747

Tid Cong.7777ess., knaressional Record Februari3, 1974. (Pages not

supplied, reproduced by Senator Ervin 's office).

Senator Sam J. Ervin, Restrictin the Use of Co. utrIrized

Criminal Justice Information, 91d Cong., d. sesT.,.on eression cord,

Tglig7March 7, Imo (Pages not supplied, reproduced by Senator-W4TR's

office).

U.S. Department of Hc7.1th, Education id Welfare, Records, Computer:_] and the

1Rights of Citizens2 Report of the Secretary's Advisory= Committee on Auraliated

Personal DATSTEems, Washington, D.C., 1973.

Westin, Alan, Privacy and Freedom, Atheneum, New York, 1967.

B) Unpublished Materials:

Federal

Office of the White House Press Secretary, Address la the President on the

American Right of Privacy, Mimeo, February 23, 1974.

, Fact Sheet on the President's Addres3 on
tanimeam
he American Right0..r

14".17r1/7;77011inle.0, 17giTarY 23, 19'74.

Remark: by Vice President Gerald R. Ford at the 0 nin Plenary

Session NationaI-Govero7oP=ference WasailEton,lat, arch 6; 1971

U.S. Congress, Senate, Crildinal Justice Data Bank, Hearing before the Subonmmitte

on Constitutional Rights of the TommiTITJ 71-The Judiciary, Typed Manuscript,

Wednesday, March 11, 19742 Vol. 5. Made available in the officE, of the

subcommittee to the author, April 20, 1974.



, Statements of Harold W. Andersen, Vice Chairman, American
new ailar Publishers Association; Richard M. Jr., Counsel for
the American Society of News er Editors and JohnT. Finnegan, chairmen,
1Wedom of InformationCo ee 179=a7T-P77ss Managing-EditEFTKg3c-
iation to the Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights of the Committee on
the Judiciary concerning hearin s on S. 2963 and S. 2964, regulating criminal
justice information. Copies provided the author by the subcommittee, in

author's files.

State -

Intergovernmental Information Services Advisory Council (IISAC), Data Security
and Privacy Committee, Report 1, 1974. Includes IISAC revisions to H.F.

1116, Minnesota House of Representatives, 68th Session, 1973. Xerox, in

author's files.

Subcommittee on Problems of Privacy, Minnesota Senate. Miscellaneous documents,

including minutes, relevant to the Subcommittee's actIVIM777771November,
1971 through March, 1974. On file with the !3ubcommittee, State Capitol,
Saint Paul, Minnesota. Also audio tapes of Subcommittee meetings.

Tenneseen, Senator Robert J., Drafts I through IV of a bill to zsulate personal
data in the State of Minnesota? 1974. topies in WaN3FTsnies.

, S.F. 2587, S.F. 2689, S.F. 222, S.F. 222, 69th session,
Minnesota Senate, i7747 BITTC77Tated to protection of and collection of
personal data and the operation of personal data systems. Copies in author's

files.

C) Interviews

Federal (Governmental) -

Claic , Jerry, Director of the Freedom of Information Study Unit, Dept.
of Justice, Washington, D.C., April 19, 1974.

Gittenstein, Mark, Counsel, Constitutional Rights Subcommittee of the Senate
Committee on the Judiciary, Ilas10.ngton, D.C., April 20, 1974. July 22, 1974
(phone)

Kronfeld, L. James, Counsel, Foreign Opereions and Government Information
Subcommittee of the House dovernment Operations Committee, Washington, D.C.,

April 20, 1974, July 22, 1974 (phone).

Margolis, Irene, Assistant Counsel, Constitutional Rights Subcommittee of the

Senate Committee on the Judiciary, Weshineton, D.C., April 19, 1974.

Metz, Douglas, Assistant Director, Domestic Council Committee on the Right

of Privacy, Washington, D.C., April 18, 1974.

Parker, Alan , Associate Counsel, eubcemmittee No. 4 of the Committee on

the Judiciary, U.S. House of Representatives, Washington) D.C., April 20, 1974.

Sussman, Thomas M., Assistant Counsel, Admnietrative practice and Procedure

Subeommittee of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary, Washington, D.C.,

April 18, 1974.



Federal (Non-governmental)

Plesser, Ronald, Director, Freedon of Information Clearinghouse,

April 17, 19740 July 22, 1971& (phone)

Minnesota (governmental)

Lund, Dean, Chairman of the Intergovermiental Information Services Advisory

Council (IISAC), Minmlapolis, Minn., May 14, 1974.

Magraw, Dan, Assistant Commissioner of the State Department of Administration,

St. Paul, Minnesota, May 13, 1974.

Segal, Jerome, Former Chairman of the IISAC Committee on Data Security and

Privacy, St. Paul, Minnesota May 13, 1974.

Tennessen, Robert, Chairman of Subcommittee on Problems of Privacy of the

Minnesota State Senate Judiciary Committee, Minneapolis, Minn., May 14, 1974.
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Washingtcn, D.C.,

Minnesota (Non-governmental)

Finnegan, J)hn, Execttive Editor, St, Paul Pioneer Press and 1012241.212. Several

meetings during the 1974 session orEFe minnesotiWasiature.

Shaw, Robert, Manager, Minnesota Newspaper Association. Several meetings during

the 1974 session of the Minnesota legislature.



APPENDIX As Laws 1974, Chapter 479* - the Minnesota privacy of
data on persons act. Effective August 1, 1974.

* West Publishing Company's Minnesota Session Law Service has
tentatively codified this chapter as M.S. Secs. 15.162-15.168.
The office of the Revisor of Statute's, however, regards the
West publication 1s codification as unofficial. No cedified
version of the law will be available until the publication of
Minnesota Statutes 1974 in late 1974 or early 1975.



OFFICIAL RECORDSCOLLECTION, SECURITY
AND DISSEMINATION

CHAPTER 479

H.F.No.1316

[Coded]

An Act relating to the collet/Ion, security and dissemination of records and
informatioe by the state and Its political subdivisions; providing a civil
cause of action; providing penalties.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Minnesota:
Section 1.

15.162 Co nettles, security and dissemination of records; Definitions
Subdivision 1. As used in sections 15.162 to 15.168 the terms defined in

this :.ection hare the meanings given them.

Subd. 2. "Commissioner" means the commissioner of the department of
administration4

Subd. 3. "Data on individuals" includes all records, files and processes
which contain any data on any individual and which is kept or intended to
be kept on a permanent or semipermanent basis. It includes that collected,
'stored, and disseminated by manual, mechanical, electronic or any other
means.

Subd. 4. "Individual" means a natural persor
Subd. 5. "Political subdivision" includes counties, municipalities, towns

and school districts. It includes any nonprofit corporation which is a com-
munity action agency initially organized to qualify for public funds.

Subd. 6. '.Respoasible authority" at the state level means any office
established by law as the body responsible for the collection and use of any
set of data on indiridnals or summary data. "Responsible authority" in
any political subdivision means the person designated by the governing board
of that political ratxlivision, unless otherwise provided by state law. With
respect to statewide systems, "responsible authority" means the state offi-
cial involved, or if more than one state official, the official designated by
the commissioner.

Subd. 7. "State' means the state, the university of Minnesota, and any
office, officer, department, division, bureau, board, commission or agency
of the state.

Subd. 8. "Statewide system" neludes any record-keeping system in which
data on individuals is collected, stored, disseminated and used by means of
a system common to the state or common to the state and one or more of
its political subdivisions.

Subd. 9. "Summary data" means statistical records and reports derived
from data on individuals but in which individuals Ire not identified and
from which neither their Identities nor any other characteristic that could
uniquely identify 2n individual is ascertainable.

Sec. 2.
15.163 Reports to the legislature

On or before Decet0er 1 of each year the commissioner shall prepare a
report to the legislature. Summaries of the report shall' be available to

the public at a nominal cost. The report shall contain to the extent feasible
at least the folhaving Information:

(a) A complete listing of all systems of data on individuals which is kept
by the state and its political subdivisions, a description of the information
contained therein, and the reason that the data is kept;

(b) A statement of which types of data on Individuals, in the commis-
sioner's opinior, are public recoils as defined by Minnesota Statutes, Sec-
tion 15.17, which types of data are confidential and which types of data
are neither;

(c) The title, name, and address of th responsible authority for the sys-
tem and for each data bank and associated procedures:

(1) The categories and number of individuals is each category on whom
data is or is e.:pecteti to be maintained,

(2) The categories of data maintained, or to be maintained,' indicating
which categories are or will he stored in computer.aceessible files,



(3) The categories of data sources,
(4) A description of all types of use made of data, Indicating those involr-

lag computer-acmuible files, and including all classes of users,
(5) The responsible authority's and the commissioner's policies and prac-

tlees regarding data storage, duration of reention of data, and disposal
thereof,

(6) A description of the provisions for maintaining the integrity of the
data pursuant to section 15.164(. d), and

cn The procedures pursuant to section 15.165 v,tereby an Individual can
(I) be informed It he is the subject of data in the system, (ii) gain access
to the data, and (iii) contest its accuracy, completeness, pertinence, -and the
necessity for retaining it; and

) Any recommendations concerning appropriate legislation.
Sec. 3.

15.164 Commissioner shall promulgate rules
The commissioner shall with the advice of the intergovernmental informa-

tion services advisory council promulgate rules and regulations, in accord-
ance with Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 15, which shall apply to the state
and political subdivisions and shall Implement the enforcement and admin-
istration of the following:

(a) Collection c f data on individuals and establishment of related files of
the data shall be limited to that necessary for the administration and man-
agement of programs c aacted by the legislature or local governing body.

(b) Data on individuals shalt be under the jurisdiction of the responsible
authority. An individual shall be appointed to be in charge of each system
containing data on indlridua's. The responsible authority shall document
and file with the commissiouer the nature of all data on Individuals col-
lected and stored and the need for and Intended use of the data and any
other information required by section 15.163. Use of data on Individuals by
other than the responsible authority or for other than intended uses, and
the interrelation by manual, mechanical, or electronic menus of data on
Individuals under the jurisdiction of two or more responsible authorities,
may be permitted by the responsible authorities only when required by law
or where clearly necessary to the health, safety or welfare of the public,
or clearly in the Interest of the individual involved.

(c) The use of summary data from data on individuals under the juris-
diction of one or more responsible authorities shall be permitted, subject
to the requirements that the data be summarized by and under the direction
of the responsible authority. Requests for use of the data must be in writing,
stating the Intended use and approved by the responsible authority. The
responsible authority may, hoverer, delegate such authority to the admIn-
letratIre officer responsible for any central repository of summary data. A
'reasonable fee may be charged for the summarization of data, and any
additional cost caused by such summarization shall be borne by the re-
questor. Refusal of any request for use of summary data by the responsible
authority or his delegate Is appealable In accordance with Minnesota Statutes,
Chapter 15. The responsible authority may delegate to a person outside of
its agency its responsibility for surnmerlzing data if it °Male.' a written
agraernent from the delegate providing for nondisclosure of Oath on in-
dividuals.

(d) Regarding the collection, storage, dissemination and use of data on
individuals, the responsible nuthority shall establish reasonable and appro-
priate safeguards to assure that the data is accurate, complete and current..
Emphasis shall be placed on the data security requirements of computerize('
files which are accessible directly via teieemmunications technology, includ-
ing security during transmission.

(e) Data on individual; shall be stored only so long as necessary to the
administration of authorized programs or as authorized by statute.

See, 4.
15. Rights of subjects of data

The rights of Indivithinis on whom the data Is stored or to be stored and
the responsibilities of the responsible authority shall he ns follows:

(a) The purposes for which data on individuals is collected and used or
to be collected and used shall be filed in writing by the responsible authority
with the commissioner and shall be a matter of public record pursuant to
section 15.163.

(h) An individual asked to supply personal data shall be informed of the
purpose of intended uses of the requested date.

0-5c
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(c) An individual asked to supply personal data shall be informed whether
he may refuse or is legally required to supply the request& data. He shall
be informed of any known consequence arising from his supplying or re-
fusing to supply the personal data.

(d) Data shall not be used for any purpose other than as stated in clause
(a) of this section unless (1) the responsible authority first makes an addi-
tional filing in accordance with clause (a); (2) the leglelature gives its
approval by law: or (31 the individuals to whom the data pertain give their
informed consent.

(e) Upon request to a responsible authority, an individual shall be in-
formed whether he is the subject of stored data and if so, and upon his
additional request, shall be informed of the content and meaning of the
data recorded about him or shown the data without any charge to him.
After an individual has been so informed, data need not be disclosed to him
for six months thereafter unless a dispute or action pursuant to this section
Is pending. This clause does not apply to data on individuals which is
defined by statute as confidential or to records relating to the medical or
psychiatric treatment of the individuaL

(f) An individual shall have the right to contest the accuracy or com-
pleteness of data about him. If contested, the individual shall notify in
writing the responsible authority describing the nature of the disagree.
ment. The responsible authority shall within 30 days correct the data if the
data is found to he inaccurate or incomplete and attempt to 'notify past
recipients of the inaccurate or incomplete data, or notify the individual of
disagreement. The determination of the responsible authority is appealable
In accordance with Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 15. Data in dispute shall
not be disclosed except under conditions of demonstrated need and then only
if the Individual's statement of disagreement is included with the disclosed
data.

Sec. i.
15.168 Civil penalties

Subdivision 1. Notwithstanding Minnesota Statutes, Section 466.03, n
political subdivision. responsible authority or state which violates any pro-
vision of sections 15162 to 15.168 is liable to a person who suffers any dam.
age as a result of the violation, and the person damaged may bring an action
against the political subdivision, responsible authority or state to cover any
damages stistrined, plus costs and reasonable attorney feet In the case of
a willful violation. the violator shall, in addition, be 'bible to exemplary
damages of not less than $100, nor more than $1,000 for each violation.
The state is deemed to have waived any immunity to a cause of action
brought under sections 15.162 to 15.168.

Subd. 2. A political subdivision, responsible authority or state which
violates or proposes to violate s tious 15.162 to /5.168 ma; be enjoined by
the district court. The court may make an order or judgment us may be
necessary to prevent the use or employment by any person of any practices
which violate sections 15.162 to 15.168.

Subd. 3. An action filed pursuant to sections 15.162 to 13.168 may be
commenced In the county in which the individual alleging damage or seek-
ing relief resides, or in the county wherein the political subalvialon exists,
or, In the case of the state, any county.

Sec. 6.
15.167 Penalties

Any person who willfully violates the provisions of sections 15.162 to 15.16S
or any lawful rules and regulations promulgated thereunder is guilty of n
misdemeanor. Any public employee who willfully violates sections 13.162
to 15.168 may be suspended without pay or discharged after a hearing as
prescribed by law.

Sec. 7.
15.IG8 Application

Sectious 15.162 to 15.168 shall not apply to data on individuals relating
to criminal investigations. Nothing in sections 15.162 to 15.165 shall by
construed to restrict or modify right of access to public records guaranteed
by Minnesota Statute:, Section 15.17, or by any other statute.

Approved April 11, 15 74.
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